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are able to grant credits In such a manner that very small
losses result. It is evident that such local credit co-opera-
tive associations or unions can with great success replace
the numerous small banks of the U.S.A., or the thousands
of branches of the "Big Five" in England. When
remembering that over 30,000 banks in recent years
operated in the U.S.A. (their number is now reduced
to 19,000)5 and nearly 12,000 branches of the "Big
Five" in England, one can see in what a wasteful manner
from the social point of view the capitalist banking
system is organised.
Local co-operative credit associations and unions
organised into district unions and functioning as local
agents or representatives of the central co-operative
banks and assisted by clearing unions, can to a very
considerable extent serve as a substitute for capitalist
banks. The Clearing Union of the German co-operative
organisations, which has its units in 3,200 localities,
shows what an extensive network can be built up on
co-operative foundations. It is interesting to note that the
State Bank in the U.S.S.R. had to increase in 1931 the
number of its branches and agencies from 648 (on
October i, 1930) to 2,570 (on October i, 1931), after
the network co-operated credit societies was reduced
from 9,994 units (October i, 1930) to 2,169 units
(October i, 1931) in consequence of the Credit Reform
Act.
Another important problem is the capacity of co-opera-
tive banks to finance industrial enterprises. There are
not many banks which conduct these activities on a
large *scale. However, the experience *of the Banking
Department of the C.W.S. and of the consumers* banks
in general, and also of the Banque Beige du Travail
(Belgium), of the Vsekobank and Ukrainbank (U*S.S.R.),
of the Labour Bank (Austria), of the Bank of Workers,
Employees and Civil Servants (Germany), give sufficient
evidence that co-operative and labour banks are able to
conduct these operations on a very considerable scale.
The experience of U,S,S*R. has shown that sb the

